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Navigation within a closed environment requires analysis of a variety of acoustic cues, a task that is well
developed in many visually impaired individuals, and for which sighted individuals rely almost entirely
on visual information. For blind people, the act of creating cognitive maps for spaces, such as home or
ofﬁce buildings, can be a long process, for which the individual may repeat various paths numerous
times. While this action is typically performed by the individual on-site, it is of some interest to
investigate at which point this task can be performed off-site, at the individual0 s discretion. In short, is it
possible for an individual to learn an architectural environment without being physically present? If so,
such a system could prove beneﬁcial for navigation preparation in new and unknown environments.
The main goal of the present research can therefore be summarized as investigating the possibilities of
assisting blind individuals in learning a spatial environment conﬁguration through the listening of audio
events and their interactions with these events within a virtual reality experience. A comparison of two
types of learning through auditory exploration has been performed: in situ real displacement and active
navigation in a virtual architecture. The virtual navigation rendered only acoustic information. Results for
two groups of ﬁve participants showed that interactive exploration of virtual acoustic room simulations
can provide sufﬁcient information for the construction of coherent spatial mental maps, although some
variations were found between the two environments tested in the experiments. Furthermore, the
mental representation of the virtually navigated environments preserved topological and metric
properties, as was found through actual navigation.
Crown Copyright & 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Spatial audio technology has long been used within virtual
reality (VR) applications both for recreational purposes (e.g. video
games) and for studies relating to human perception, primarily
in the area of auditory source localization. The ability to render
individual sounds at desired positions or to create complex spatial
audio scenes, without the need to manipulate any physical equipment, has offered researchers many advantages. Recently, the use
of spatial audio has expanded beyond the study of low level
processes such as localization, and is being used as a tool to
investigate higher-level cognitive functions. The research presented in this paper results from collaboration between researchers in psychology and acoustics on the issue of spatial cognition in
interior spaces.
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Navigation within a closed environment requires analysis of a
variety of acoustic cues, a task that is well developed in many
visually impaired individuals, and for which sighted individuals
rely almost entirely on visual information. For blind people, the
creation of cognitive maps for spaces, such as home or ofﬁce
buildings, can be a long process. The individual may repeat various
paths numerous times, without anybody present in the environment, in order to be able to hear all the relevant acoustic
information. With this acoustic input, the individual is capable of
constructing an accurate and useful mental representation of the
space. While this action is typically performed by the individual
on-site, it is of some interest to investigate to what degree this task
can be performed off-site, at the discretion of the individual, using
a virtual simulator.
As an example case, consider the situation of a blind person
beginning a job in a new environment. It is common for him/her to
begin by visiting the building late in the evening (when few
people are present), and actively exploring the spaces in order to
acquire some knowledge of the spatial conﬁguration and of the
basic features of the architectural layout and acoustic landscape
(e.g. reverberation changes, background noises, sounds of footsteps on different ﬂoor ﬁnishes). The goal of this research is to
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carry out a feasibility study for investigating whether a visually
impaired person would be able to collect this acoustic information
– which is vital to their understanding of an environment and thus
to their quality of life – by means of an interactive audio VR system
which has been designed to deliver a realistic 3-D soundscape of
the environment.
In short, is it possible for an individual to learn an architectural
environment without being physically present? If so, such a
system could prove beneﬁcial for navigation preparation in new
and unknown environments.
The motivation of the present research is therefore twofold.
First, its aim is to contribute to documenting the processes by
which blind people construct mental representations of their
surrounding space. Secondly, it is intended to provide grounds
for the design of systems delivering audio information to assist
blind people in their spatial orientation and navigation of interior
spaces. This is to be achieved through a feasibility study whose
results will be employed for further future development and
evaluations.
A comparison of two types of learning has been performed:
in situ real displacement and active navigation in a virtual
architecture. For both conditions, only acoustic information was
available (participants were not allowed to use a white cane or be
accompanied by a guide dog).

2. Background
This study does not present the ﬁrst use of spatial audio
technology and VR applications for investigating auditory performances of blind individuals. Nevertheless, the use of these
technologies for exploring and evaluating spatial hearing processes and high level cognitive mechanisms can be considered as
being particularly novel. This section presents previous relevant
studies concerning blind people0 s spatial auditory perception and
use of interactive VR environments in cognitive studies.
A detailed literature review, as well as background studies
related to the current work, can also be found in Katz and Picinali
(2011a).
2.1. Spatial auditory perception of visually impaired people
It is a common belief that blind individuals have a heightened
auditory sense when compared to the general sighted population.
Numerous studies have been carried out in an attempt to examine
this claim, focusing on different aspects such as spatial precision,
response time, brain activity, and neural plasticity. Previous
studies have used either real sound sources (speakers) or virtual
auditory displays (VAD) with binaural renderings.
As a baseline reference, Starlinger and Niemeyer (1981) conducted a series of audiological threshold tests for 18 blind and 18
sighted individuals. Comparisons for intensity, inter-aural time
difference, and auditory reﬂex thresholds found no signiﬁcant
differences. Frequency discrimination thresholds were signiﬁcantly, though only slightly, improved in blind individuals.
A collection of studies focusing on spatial audition has shown a
clear tendency of improved capacities in blind individuals. Focusing on central auditory system tasks, Muchnik et al. (1991)
compared localization, temporal resolution, and speech extraction
in noise. In comparing groups of congenital or early blind, late
blind, and sighted controls (each group comprising about 10
individuals), blind participants outperformed the sighted control
group. In contrast, Zwiers et al. (2001) found that elevation
localization, tested in the frontal square area, deteriorated more
for blind participants in low signal-to-noise conditions as compared to sighted controls, although this was tested for only a small

participant population. Doucet et al. (2005) found that blind
individuals had better azimuthal localization performance in the
presence of spectral degradations, implying that blind individuals
are better at processing spectral cues. While not speciﬁcally
studying spatial audition, Röder and Rösler (2003) found that
blind participants exhibited better memory for sounds, also
indicating improved processing of spectral information.
Ashmead et al. (1998), in addition to providing a thorough
bibliographic review on spatial audition studies, presented a study
comparing minimum audible angle (MAA) for azimuthal changes,
showing that blind children outperformed or performed comparable to sighted adults, both being better than sighted children.
Considering frontal horizontal sources, Dufour and Gérard (2000)
showed that improved auditory localization performance extends
to near-sighted individuals as well.
A number of studies, such as Weeks et al. (2000), have focused
on evaluating neural plasticity, or changes in brain functioning, for
auditory tasks executed by blind and sighted participants. Results
by both Elbert et al. (2002) and Poirier et al. (2006) have shown
that blind participants exhibit increased activity in areas of the
brain which are typically considered visually oriented.
2.2. Human–computer interfaces for blind people
Various human–computer interfaces particularly relying on auditory and haptic stimulation have been developed and/or speciﬁcally
customized for use by blind and visually impaired individuals.
In Evett et al. (2009) an interface was created to allow
exploration of virtual environments via only auditory and haptic
feedback using a readily available inexpensive system such as the
Nintendo WII remote. Systems like this are meant to facilitate the
development of accessible games, and thus enable universal
design and accessible technologies to become more accepted.
Gomez et al. (2012) created an interface for enhancing spatial
awareness and intelligibility for blind users through audio and
touch. The core of this interface was the codiﬁcation of color and
depth information into musical instrument sounds, which provided spatial awareness and information about boundaries and
obstacles. This allowed blind individuals to selectively explore
environments, discover points of interest, and develop personalized navigation strategies.
Furthermore, Loomis et al. (2001) compiled a complete review of
GPS-based navigation systems for visually impaired people, stressing
the value of such systems for their navigation in outdoor environments. As regards indoor spaces, Loomis et al. (2005) pointed to the
fact that GPS does not work fully in such contexts and that other
methods are to be considered (see also Sánchez, 2009). For instance,
Gill (1996) developed a solution based on infrared technology standards working as sensors to determine a traveler0 s indoor location. In a
similar perspective, the Drishti system (Ran et al., 2004) was designed
by combining GPS for outdoor navigation and ultrasonic sensors for
indoor navigation.
While outdoor navigation systems for blind people have
received extensive attention in the past years (cf. Gallay et al.,
2013), indoor navigation aides are less developed, requiring
further study. This is accomplished in particular through the
identiﬁcation of indoor wayﬁnding principles for blind people
and the development of speciﬁc indoor routing algorithms (see
Swobodzinski and Raubal, 2009). Two recent examples can be
mentioned. Serrão et al. (2012) have designed a system which
integrates a Geographic Information System (GIS) of a building
with visual landmarks for localizing the navigating person and for
tracing and validating a route for the user0 s navigation. Riehle et al.
(2012) have reported the construction and evaluation of an indoor
navigation technology intended to support seamless mobility for
visually impaired people. The system infers the user0 s current
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location by using only magnetic sensing. These are quite promising
technologies. The current feasibility study however proposes a
training system rather than an in situ navigational aid. Our
approach has been developed with the intention of promoting
two important features of blind people0 s spatial navigation. One is
the value of assisting spatial learning through the listening of
acoustic events, more speciﬁcally events experienced through a
virtual reality device. The other concept of the present approach is
to design a system intended to assist in the preparation of a
navigational episode by aiding the construction of mental
spatial maps.
2.3. Interactive virtual reality environments for blind people
Numerous studies have attested to the capacity of blind people
to navigate in complex environments without relying on visual
inputs (Byrne and Salter, 1983; Loomis et al., 1993; Millar, 1994;
Tinti et al., 2006; Afonso, 2006; Afonso et al., 2010). In the absence
of sight, kinesthetic experience is a valid alternative source of
information for constructing mental representations of an environment. A typical paradigm comprises having participants learn
a new environment by locomotion (with the guidance of the
experimenter), subsequently testing their performance for various
mental operations on their internal representations of the environment. For instance, participants were invited to estimate distances and directions from one location to another (Byrne and
Salter, 1983; Veraart and Wanet-Defalque, 1987; Afonso et al.,
2004, 2010).
Interesting performance patterns have been reported in studies
where blind people learned the conﬁguration of a spatial environment from verbal descriptions. Noordzij et al. (2006) compared
blind and sighted people in a study in which one test involved the
mental comparison of lengths between a pair of distances or line
segments. Results showed that blind people were able to form
spatial mental models on the basis of the descriptions, and that
they exhibited the same patterns of chronometric responses as
sighted people (taking more time to compare small distance
differences than large ones). This effect is interpreted as reﬂecting
that the relationships among mentally represented distances are a
valid reﬂection of the relationships existing among actual metric
distances (cf. Denis, 2008; Denis and Zimmer, 1992; Afonso, 2006).
Due to the absence of the visual sense, auditory sensations
obviously contribute to assisting blind people in their displacements. Providing additional spatial information through audio
feedback can offer valuable assistance which may be implemented, for instance, in the form of an ultrasonic echolocation
prosthesis (Veraart and Wanet-Defalque, 1987; Wanet-Defalque
and Veraart, 1985). Other interesting attempts to use audio in
assistive devices are those relying on the use of virtual acoustic
displays (Loomis et al., 1998; Katz and Picinali, 2012a,b). Furthermore, several validation studies have been conducted and have
shown the superiority of virtual sound for guidance when cognitive load (generated by concurrent sensory events) was present
(cf. Klatzky et al., 2006; Loomis et al., 2002).
2.4. Localization versus spatial perception
Sound source localization in an anechoic environment is an
unusual and quite unnatural situation. It is more typical to hear
sound sources with some level of reﬂection, even in outdoor
environments, or with a high density of reﬂections in reverberant
spaces. Depending on their intensity, these multiple acoustic
reﬂections from the same source can cause certain impairments,
such as source localization confusion and degradation of intelligibility. Quite often though, these additional acoustic signals can
provide information regarding the surrounding environment, such
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as dimensions and material properties, as well as cues improving
sound source localization.
In order to be able to localize a sound source in a reverberant
environment, the human hearing system gives the most weight to
the ﬁrst signal that reaches the ear, i.e. the signal that comes
directly from the sound source. It does not consider the localization of other signals resulting from reﬂections off of walls, ceiling,
ﬂoor, etc. that arrive 20–40 ms after the ﬁrst signal (these values
can change depending on the typology of the signal, see Moore,
2003, pp. 253–256). This effect is known as the Precedence Effect
(Wallach et al., 1949), and it allows for the localization of a sound
source even in situations when the reﬂections of the sound are
actually louder than the direct signal. The later arriving signals,
while not being useful for localization, are used to interpret the
environment.
The ability to directionally analyze the early reﬂection components of a sound is not thought to be common in sighted
individuals for the simple reason that the information gathered
from this analysis is often not needed. In fact, as already outlined
in the previous sections, information about the spatial conﬁguration of a given environment is mainly gathered through sight, and
not through hearing. For this reason, a sighted individual will
generally ﬁnd information about the direction of the reﬂected
signal components redundant, while a blind individual can use
this information in order to gather knowledge about the spatial
conﬁguration of an environment. Elements in support of this will
also be given in Section 4.5, observing for example how blind
individuals make use of self-generated noise, such as ﬁnger snaps,
in order to determine the position of an object (wall, door, table,
etc.) by listening to the reﬂections of the acoustic signals.
2.5. The proposed approach
Beyond the intrinsic value of the results of the research
programs reported above, more information still needs to be
collected on the conditions in which blind people use the acoustic
information available in an environment to build a consistent,
valid representation. It is generally recognized that the quality of
such mental representations is predictive of the quality of the
locomotor performance that will take place in the actual environment at some point in time. Would it be the case that a learning
procedure based on systematic exploitation of acoustic cues
prepares a blind person to move safely in a complex or cluttered
environment? Note that the blind person who must learn a new
environment in which they will have to navigate typically uses
special procedures. Considering the example outlined in Section 1
(a new workplace), the objective of night-time navigation is to
acquire some knowledge of the spatial conﬁguration and of the
basic features of the acoustical environment without perturbations from any other individual (including reverberation effects,
sound of one0 s own steps on various types of ﬂoor ﬁnish, etc.).
Later on, the person will get acquainted with the daily sounds
attached to every part of the environment. The research question
posed in this feasibility study is whether or not a blind person
could be able to collect such acoustic information – which is
crucial to his/her later adaptation – via an audio VR system
designed to deliver a realistic 3-D experience of the to-belearned environment. The valuable aspect of a VR system would
be to offer the possibility of conducting the acquisition phase offsite, that is, in a place other than the actual environment (for
instance, the user0 s home).
It is clear that most standard interactive VR systems (e.g.
gaming applications) are visually oriented. While some engines
take into account source localization of the direct sound, reverberation is most often simpliﬁed and the spatial aspects neglected
due to computational costs. Basic reverberation algorithms are not
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designed to provide such geometric information. In contrast, room
acoustic auralization systems should be able to provide such a
level of spatial detail (see Vorländer, 2008), though at an added
computational cost. Some highly sophisticated computer games
exist which render rich and accurate auditory environments, such
as Shades of Doom or Lone Wolf from GMA Games,2 but they
represent an exception when looking at other gaming applications.
The study presented in the following sections proposes to compare
the acoustic cues provided by a real architecture with those
furnished using a numerical room simulation, as interpreted by
visually impaired individuals. This is seen as the ﬁrst step in
responding to the need of developing interactive VR systems
speciﬁcally created and calibrated for blind individuals, a need
that represents the principal aim of the research project discussed
in the following sections.
In contrast to previous studies, this work focuses primarily on
the understanding of an architectural space, and not of the sound
sources in the space. Based on common situations, this study uses
two corridor spaces in a laboratory building. The experiment
consisted in comparing two modes of navigation along the two
different corridors: a real navigation within the actual environment and a virtual navigation within an acoustical simulation of it,
using a pair of headphones and a joystick. The assessment of
spatial knowledge acquired in the two conditions was then
examined and evaluated.
The two spaces were not exceptionally convoluted, containing a
various assortment of doors, side branches, ceiling material variations, stairwells, and static noise sources. In order to enrich the
soundscape within the environment itself, with the attempt of
offering some additional cues to the participants for detecting, for
example, the presence of obstacles, open or closed doors, etc.,
sound sources were added to the environments: a toilet ﬂush
noise, men0 s voices in a meeting, the clicking noise of a computer
keyboard, and some electronic music sounds. In the real exploration condition these artiﬁcially simulated sound sources were
achieved using simple audio loops played back over positioned
loudspeakers. The ﬂoor plans of the spaces used in this study are
shown in Fig. 1. Environment 1 was a straight corridor conﬁguration and contained six noise sources as well as a section which ran
along an open-plan ofﬁce area. Environment 2 was also a straight
corridor containing four noise sources and a branch junction
halfway near the mid-point. Both corridors terminated with an
open stairwell to one side. The difference in sound source
distribution, with Environment 1 having sources throughout and
Environment 2 having sources just at one end, offers two types of
architectural acoustic information.
2.6. Preliminary studies
Two preliminary studies were carried out on similar topics
before the one presented in this paper. A brief description of these
is reported below. The basic results of these studies are provided
here with appropriate references for further details.
2.6.1. Mental imagery and the acquisition of spatial knowledge
without vision
The aim of this study was to investigate certain mechanisms
involved in spatial cognition, with a particular interest in determining how the verbal description or the active exploration of an
environment affects the elaboration of mental spatial representations. Furthermore, the role of vision was investigated by assessing
whether participants without vision (blind from birth, late blind,
and blindfolded sighted individuals) could beneﬁt from these two
2
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learning modalities, with the goal of improving the understanding
of the effect of visual deprivation on the capacity to mentally
represent spatial conﬁgurations. Results from this earlier study
suggest that active exploration of an environment enhances
absolute positioning of sound sources when compared to verbal
description learning. Details of this study have been presented in
Afonso et al. (2005, 2010) and Katz and Picinali (2011a).

2.6.2. Real versus recorded walkthrough
The preliminary stage of the current study consisted of an
evaluation of two techniques for 3D soundscape capture and
restitution for a recorded walk-through exploration of the two
corridor environments shown in Fig. 1. The path and, with it, the
movements of the body and of the head of a blind person
navigating in selected closed environments were tracked and
recreated (considering also variations in the walking speed and
noises generated by the individual, such as footfall sounds, ﬁnger
snapping, and tongue clicking sounds), recording the experience
both with a pair of binaural microphones and with a B-Format
microphone.
Binaural recording is a technique which consists in recording a
soundscape with a particular microphone and reproduce the audio
through a pair of headphones, allowing listeners to experience a full
3D soundscape as if they were located exactly in the position of the
microphone, hearing sounds as coming from the left and the right,
from above and below and from front and rear locations (see also
Hammershøi and Møller, 2002). While B-Format, and more generally Ambisonic (see Gerzon, 1972), is a particular method which
allows us to record, process and synthesize 3D soundscapes which
are then reproduced either through a system of loudspeakers
positioned around the listener, or (as for the current study) through
a pair of headphones. In the current scenario, the main difference
between the two techniques is that the B-Format one allowed for
head-tracking functionality, i.e. during the playback the head
movements of the participants were tracked, and the sound ﬁeld
was modiﬁed consequently. Differently, for the binaural recording
condition when the listener moved the head during the playback,
the 3D soundscape moved too, remaining in the same position
relative to the head, generating an unrealistic condition.
Employing a B-Format-to-binaural conversion, with head tracking functionality, and a simple player for reproducing the binaural
recordings, the two 3D audio recording techniques were compared. Using the same evaluation methodology as the current
study (see Section 4.1), initial analysis quickly revealed that none
of the ﬁve participants who listened to the pre-recorded audio
walks were able to understand the spatial conﬁguration of the
environment under either recording condition, as compared to those
individuals who performed real explorations of the same space, who
were able to create accurate reconstructions. They were unable to
identify the space as a corridor or a room, and they were unable to
correctly identify other elements such as ceiling heights and the
position of walls and obstacles. This validated the initial observation,
performed just after the playback task, that after listening to the 3D
recorded walkthrough the participants achieved a rather poor representation of the navigated environments.
These results using spatial recordings outline how the simulation of navigation through the simple reproduction of signals
recorded during a real navigation could not be considered as an
adequate and sufﬁciently precise method for the creation of a
mental image of a given environment. Discussions with various
participants suggested that the missing element seemed to be the
lack of interactivity and freely controllable displacement within
the simulated environment. Details of this preliminary study can
be found in Katz and Picinali (2011a,b).
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Fig. 1. Plan and positions of real and artiﬁcially simulated (speaker playback of audio loops) sound sources for Environments 1 (upper) and 2 (lower). Note that for the virtual
simulation of the Computers ventilation noise in Environment 1 two separate point sources were used to provide a somewhat diffuse source. Similarly, four point sources
were employed for the virtual simulation of the Diffuse ventilation noise in Environment 2.

3. Virtual navigation of architectural environments
Informed by the preliminary study0 s results, the current feasibility
study was developed with the objective of delivering information
about the spatial conﬁguration of a closed environment, through the
use of interactive virtual acoustic models. Instead of comparing real
navigation with listening to spatial audio recordings, two 3D interactive acoustical models were created simulating the two real environments and the following experiment was carried out, comparing
the mental representations of the environment conﬁgurations after
real and virtual navigation.
3.1. Acoustic model
Using the CATT-Acoustics software,3 3D architectural acoustic
models were created for the two environments shown in Fig. 1.
The geometrical model of Environment 1 is shown in Fig. 2. This
allowed us to digitally simulate the acoustical conditions of the
3
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two environments, and to play back virtual sounds as if these were
reproduced inside the environment, at a given sound source and
listener position.
Room impulse response (RIR) measurements were performed
at two positions for each environment (one position in the middle
and one at the far end, near the staircase). The simulation0 s
material deﬁnitions were adjusted so as to obtain the same room
acoustical parameters, the reverberation time calculated in octave
bands, between the simulated and the measured RIR in order to
minimize the differences between the real and the virtual
environments.
A third, more geometrically simple model was created for a
training phase in order for participants to become familiar with
the interface and protocol.
Previous observations in the real navigation phase highlighted
that blind individuals made extensive use of self-produced noises,
such as ﬁnger snapping and footsteps, in order to determine the
position of an object (wall, door, table, etc.). This is possible
through the perception of details and variations while listening
to acoustic reﬂections (see Section 2.4). As such, simulation of
these self-produced noises was included.
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Fig. 2. Geometrical acoustic model of Environment 1 including positions of real and artiﬁcially simulated sources taken from the actual environment condition.

Considering the numerous sources and listener position, it was
necessary to compute a large number of spatial impulse responses
for the virtual active navigation rendering. A 2nd-order Ambisonic
rendering engine was used, as opposed to the preliminary study0 s
prerecorded walkthrough which used a 1st-order Ambisonic
microphone. The difference between 1st-order and 2nd-order
Ambisonic is to be found in the number of channels employed (4
versus 9), resulting in an improvement of the spatial accuracy,
while still allowing for dynamic head rotation of off-line rendered
material.
As the room acoustic simulation software is complex, and not
oriented towards real-time operation, it was necessary to precalculate all possible listener and source pair position combinations. Consider for example Environment 1: seven ﬁxed sound
sources had to be simulated (2 sources were used for simulating
the computer ventilation noise), together with three moving ones
(one for the left foot, one for the right foot, and one for the ﬁnger
snapping), plus a moving receiver for all possible listening positions. A combined off-line/real-time approach, described in the
following section, was developed for accommodating the various
numbers of sources and receiver positions in the current study.
3.2. The VR navigation platform
Due to the large number of concurrent sources and the size of
2nd-order Ambisonic RIRs synthesized within the environment
(resulting in a exponentially higher computation load if compared
with shorter RIRs), a real-time convolution-based accurate rendering was not feasible. In order to allow for the listener to move
within the virtual environment and interactively listen to the 3D
soundscape, a more economical yet high performance hybrid
method was developed.
As a ﬁrst step, navigation was limited to one dimension only.
Beneﬁting from the fact that both environments were corridors,
the user was restricted to movements along the center-line.
Receiver positions were deﬁned at equally spaced positions (every
50 cm) along this line, at head height. The different noise source
positions, as indicated in Fig. 2, were included, providing a
collection of 2nd-order Ambisonic RIR for each receiver position.
In order to provide real-time navigation of such complicated simulated environments, a pre-rendering of the 2nd-order

Ambisonic signals for each position of the listener was performed
off-line using the audio ﬁle loops that were used in the real
condition (and preliminary in situ recordings). This meant that for
each listener0 s position the 3D soundscape was being continuously
played back, and that at navigation time a simple 1-dimensional
linear Ambisonic panning was performed between the nearest
points along the center-line pathway, in order to allow the listener
to hear the soundscape corresponding to his/her position in
the space.
To include self-generated noises, source positions at ground
level (for footfall noise) and waist height (ﬁnger snap noise) were
also calculated. Spatialized ﬁnger snap and footfall noises were
rendered off-line for every possible position and played back in
real-time, mixed into the ﬁnal Ambisonic soundscape.
In total, 44 receiver positions were calculated for Environment
1 and 31 for Environment 2. As can be seen in Fig. 2, for
Environment 1 four virtual sound sources were created for
simulating the real sources in the real environment (two sources
were used for simulating the computer ventilation noise), while an
additional three virtual sources were created for artiﬁcially simulated sources. Similarly for Environment 2, four real sources (all
used to simulate the diffuse ventilation noise) and three artiﬁcial
ones were deﬁned. In both virtual spaces a total of seven 2ndorder Ambisonic source–receiver pair RIRs were calculated for
each receiver position (308 and 217 RIRs for Environments 1 and
2 respectively). In addition, for each receiver position, a corresponding RIR was calculated for simulating the ﬁnger snapping
noise: the source, in this case, was different for each receiver,
positioned at a height of 110 cm and a distance of 50 cm ahead of
the receiver in order to more accurately represent the position of
the hand0 s location. Finally, to account for the footstep noise, a RIR
was synthesized for each receiver position at a height of 1 cm, and
at a distance of 10 cm to the left of the centerline for the left step,
and to the right for the right step. The step side was alternated,
starting with the right foot forward. A total of 396 2nd-order
Ambisonic RIRs were synthesized for Environment 1 and 279 for
Environment 2.
As outlined above, in order to provide real-time navigation of
such complicated simulated environments each RIR was preconvolved with the corresponding audio source signal. Recordings
were made for the real sound sources present in the corridors with
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the 2nd-order Ambisonic to binaural conversion algorithm.

the microphone placed as close as possible to the noise sources in
order to minimize acoustical contributions of the room in the
recordings. For sources that were artiﬁcially simulated in the real
environments by playing audio ﬁles over loudspeakers, the same
audio ﬁles were retained. Two audio samples were selected for
the ﬁnger snap and footstep noise, allowing for source variation.
A total of 3564 and 2511 signals were convolved for Environments
1 and 2 respectively.
The convolved 9-channel 2nd-order Ambisonic signals corresponding to the seven static sources were summed up for each
receiver position. Each of the resulting mixes was then read in a
customised software platform, created using the MaxMSP programming environment, and played back synchronously in a loop
(the length of the signals was approximately 2 min). In order to
make the processing more efﬁcient, the multichannel player only
played the signals corresponding to the two receiver positions
closest to the actual position of the participant during the virtual
navigation. A cosine-based cross-fade was performed between
these two 2nd-order Ambisonic signals relative to the position.
The playback of the convolved signals of the ﬁnger snapping noise
was activated when the individual pressed one of the buttons on
the joystick, cross-faded in a similar fashion. The footstep noise,
with the position chosen relative to the current navigation position, was played at every displacement interval of 50 cm without
any cross-fade. The choice of not having an automatic ﬁnger
snapping noise, for example every 50 cm as for the footsteps, is
justiﬁed considering that the extent to which these are used in real
situations varies considerably between individuals, and it was
desired to maintain such ﬂexibility.

3.3. 2nd-Order Ambisonic to binaural conversion
The resulting 2nd-order Ambisonic 9-channel audio stream, comprising the sum of the static sources, ﬁnger snapping, and footstep
noise, was rendered binaurally over headphones employing the
approach of virtual speakers (see McKeag and McGrath, 1996;
Noisternig et al., 1997). The conversion from Ambisonic to stereo
binaural signals was realized through the development and implementation of an additional MaxMSP software module, employing a
head orientation tracking device (XSens MTi). The 9-channel synthesized/mixed 2nd-order Ambisonic signal was processed in real-time,
performing rotations in the Ambisonic domain as a function of the
participant0 s head orientation. The rotated signal was then decoded on
a virtual loudspeaker system with the sources placed on the vertices of
a dodecahedron, at 1 m distance around the center. These 12 decoded
signals were then rendered as individual binaural sources via 12
instances of a binaural spatialization algorithm, converting each of the
12 monophonic signals into stereophonic binaural signals (see schematic architecture in Fig. 3). The 12 binauralized virtual loudspeaker
signals were then summed and rendered to the participant, providing
the complete virtual auditory environment.
The binaural spatialization algorithm used was based on the
convolution of the signal to be spatialized with a head related
impulse response (HRIR) extracted from the IRCAM Listen HRTF
database.4 More information about this approach can be found in
McKeag and McGrath (1996). The high performance spatialization

4

http://recherche.ircam.fr/equipes/salles/listen/
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Fig. 4. Blind individual performing virtual navigation using the joystick and
wearing headphones equipped with orientation sensor. The screen provided
feedback for the operator.

engine provides binaural 3D audio rendering over headphones
(Katz et al., 2010). Full-phase HRIRs were employed, rather than
minimum-phase simpliﬁcations, in order to maintain the highest
level of spatial information, with a customization of the inter-aural
time differences (ITD), given the head circumference of the tested
participant (Aussal et al., 2012). An HRTF selection phase was also
performed by each individual so that an optimal binaural conversion could be performed (see Katz and Parseihian, 2012, for more
details on this procedure).
In the experimental condition, participants were provided with
a joystick as a navigation control device and a pair of headphones
equipped with a head-tracking device. Footfall noise was automatically rendered in accordance with the participant0 s displacement in the virtual environment, approximating a 50 cm stride.
The navigation speed was continuously variable from 0.1 to 1 m/s,
proportional to the degree of forward pressure applied to the
joystick. The ﬁnger snap was played each time the joystick button
was pressed. Fig. 4 shows the experimental setup.

3.4. Development summary
In order to summarize and clarify/simplify the development
exercise described in the previous sections, the following list can
be considered:

 In order to simulate digitally the acoustical conditions of the





two environments, and to play back virtual sounds as if these
were reproduced inside the environment, two 3D architectural acoustic models were created using the CATT-Acoustics
software.
Due to the complexity of the rendered environments, in order
to allow for the listener to move within the virtual environment
and interactively listen to the 3D soundscape, a high performance
hybrid method was developed. Navigation was limited to one
dimension, and the movement was implemented through panning
between pre-computed positions within the environment.
The rendered signals were then reproduced through a pair of
headphones employing a customized Ambisonic to binaural
conversion algorithm, which included real-time head-tracking
during playback.

corridor environments, with the possibility offered to the participants to go back and forth along the path as many times as
desired, until they were sure to have understood the spatial
conﬁguration of the environment itself. Within each environment,
a number of sound sources were placed at speciﬁc locations with
both sounds and their positions being the same in the real and
virtual navigation conditions.
Participants were informed that the goal of the experiment was
to examine to what degree, starting from the real or the virtual
navigation, participants could create a mental representation of
the environment. They were therefore asked to try to mentally
represent the conﬁguration of the environment very accurately,
trying to consider as many of the large number of elements, and
relative positions, as possible (changing ﬂoor surface materials,
openings, windows, doors, objects, obstacles, etc.). They were also
told that at the end of the navigation they would be asked to
reconstruct the navigated environment using LEGOs blocks, outlining the various characteristics of the space, as well as the
various elements/objects within it (see Section 4.4).
The reconstruction task for a given environment was performed immediately after the navigation episode within that
environment.

4.2. Participants
In the real condition, two congenitally blind and three late
blind individuals (three females, two males) participated in the
experiment, while in the virtual condition, four early blind and
one late blind individuals (three females, two males) explored the
same two environments. All participants were between 24 and 57
years of age. Blindness in EB (early blind) participants was due to
either glaucoma or congenital retinitis pigmentosa, or an excess of
oxygen in the incubator. Blindness in LB (late blind) participants
occurred between 10 and 21 years of age, and was caused by
atrophy of the optical nerve, congenital cataract, glaucoma, bilateral eye tumor, or due to injury. For participants of both groups, no
residual sight was present. Speciﬁc information about each participant who performed the experiment can be found in Table 1.
The participants of this study had already participated in
previous experiments concerning spatial cognition, including
Afonso et al. (2004, 2005, 2010) and Afonso (2006). Their ability
to mentally represent a navigated environment was previously
demonstrated, as well as the accuracy in terms of the spatial
conﬁguration and the preservation of metric characteristics of
objects within a mental scene.
For both real and virtual conditions, a single navigation
trajectory consisted of going from the start point, to the far end,
and returning. Participants were assigned to one or the other
condition on a random basis, and were instructed to acquire a
Table 1
Information about the participants who performed the experiment in the real and
virtual navigation modes, including whether participants were early (EB) or late
(LB) blind and if the latter, how many years since the loss of sight.
Condition

ID

Blindness onset

Years since sight loss

Age

Sex

Real

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

LB
LB
EB
LB
EB

15
17
–
10
–

57
30
24
38
36

M
F
F
M
F

Virtual

S6
S7
S8
S9
S10

EB
EB
EB
EB
LB

–
–
–
–
21

38
58
38
37
31

F
M
M
F
F

4. Comparison of real and virtual navigation
4.1. Protocol
The experimental evaluation consisted of comparing two
modes of navigation (real and virtual) along the two different
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clear understanding of the spatial conﬁguration of the environment. This condition had to be met before the experiment could
proceed to the evaluation phase. Participants were allowed to
repeat the full trajectory several times, forward then return, until
they clearly understood the spatial environment. In the real
condition, four participants required only a single trajectory pass,
while one late blind participant needed to perform the trajectory
twice. In the virtual condition, the four early blind participants had
to repeat the trajectory twice in order to build a clear representation of the environment, while the late blind participant had to
repeat it three times. In both conditions, all participants stopped
several times along the trajectory, listening to elements of the
surrounding environment. In both navigation conditions, all participants used active self-generated noise (i.e. ﬁngers snapping),
reporting that it was extremely useful, together with the footstep
noise, for understanding the conﬁguration of speciﬁc parts of the
environment. Early and late blind individuals used this function
equally, which we discuss in Section 4.5.
The assessment of acquired spatial knowledge in the two
learning conditions involved a preliminary distances comparison
test (Section 4.3) and the reconstruction of the environment using
LEGOs blocks (Section 4.4). Regrettably, exact exploration times
for each participant were not recorded during the navigation in
real and virtual environments.
4.3. Distance comparison
It is known that individuals are not only capable of recreating
an object or an environment starting from perceptual stimuli and/
or verbal descriptions, but they are also capable of carrying out
effective cognitive operations on their mental representations
(Bloom et al., 1996 and Denis, 1996). As a preliminary judgment
of participants mental representations, a distance comparison task
was carried out for the various sources in the real/virtual environments. The distance comparison task employed was initially
proposed by Denis and Zimmer (1992), and demonstrated that
sighted individuals are capable of maintaining the metric relations
between various elements (sound sources, attributes of the spatial
conﬁguration, etc.) within their mental representations, and that
the topological organization of the environment is preserved.
Since then, the mental comparison of distances has been typically
used in studies intended to capture the topological veridicity of
represented complex environments. The major ﬁnding from such
studies is that when people have to decide which of two known
distances is longer, the frequency of correct responses is lower and
the latency of responses is greater for smaller differences. The socalled symbolic distance effect is taken as reﬂecting the analog
character of the mental representations and the capacity of
preserving the metrics of the actual distances (Denis, 2008;
Denis and Cocude, 1992; Noordzij and Postma, 2005).
These studies are particularly important, and their ﬁndings are
still used in the scientiﬁc community by researchers working in
different formats of mental representations. This protocol for
comparing distances within mental representations was recently
adapted to blind individuals, showing that both late and early
blind people are able to mentally represent an environment and
preserve its topological organization and the metric relation
between different elements (Afonso et al., 2004, 2005, 2010).
A test involving the mental comparison of distances was
carried out for both environments, after real and virtual navigation, in order to check for the accuracy of the topological and
metric properties of the mental representation of the navigated
environment. In addition to the starting and ending points of the
trajectory (here referred to as A and E respectively), three sound
sources were distributed along each path within the two navigated
environments. For the ﬁrst environment, they were keyboard
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Table 2
Percentage of correct responses for distance comparisons, combined for both
environments, as a function of navigation condition.
Distance comparison
Environment

Real

Virtual

Distance differences

Small

Medium

Large

Small

Medium

Large

% Correct answers
Standard deviation

92.8%
2.95

97.6%
3.29

100%
0

83.6%
11.28

98.8%
2.68

100%
0

clicking (B), men0 s voices (C), and toilet ﬂush (D). For the second
environment, they were women0 s voices (B), electronic sound (C),
and toilet ﬂush (D). For each environment, the ﬁve corresponding
points (A, B, C, D, E) marked potential limits of segments along the
corridors. The list of all distances between pairs of points was
established and the comparison task involved a subset of these
distance pairs. Following the methodology of studies on the
mental comparison of distances (Denis, 2008; Denis and Zimmer,
1992), the pairs selected were those having one common starting
point (e.g., A–B/A–C), a selection that resulted in a total of 10
distance pairs. The pairs were categorized according to the size of
the difference between the two distances mentioned (a.k.a. line
segment lengths). For the pairs referring to distances that differed
by one unit, distance differences were classiﬁed as “small” (A–B/A–
C, A–C/A–D, A–D/A–E, B–C/B–D, B–D/B–E, C–D/C–E). For the pairs
differing by two units, distance differences were classiﬁed as
“medium” (A–B/A–D, A–C/A–E, B–C/B–E). For the pair differing
by three units, the difference was classiﬁed as “large” (A–B/A–E).
Participants were presented with each pair of distances orally and
were asked to indicate which was the longer of the two.
Analysis of the results focused on the frequency of correct
responses. Table 2 shows the frequency of correct responses by the
participants for both real and virtual navigation conditions. The
results have been averaged between the two environments, and
are therefore displayed considering only real/virtual navigation
and small/medium/large distance differences.
Results show that even with a high level of performance for the
real navigation condition, there is a conﬁrmation of the symbolic
distance effect. The probability of making a correct decision when
two distances are mentally compared increased with the size of
the difference. A similar trend is seen in the virtual navigation
condition. Further analysis is difﬁcult as the results are near
perfect for medium distance differences and perfect for large
distance differences for both conditions.
Inferential statistics were performed to identify whether the
differences between groups were statistically signiﬁcant. As the
data sets were small and not normally distributed, exact Mann–
Whitney tests were used. For the small and medium distance
difference groups, results for the real navigation did not differ
signiﬁcantly from the virtual (MW U¼ 12, p¼ 0.917 for the small
distance difference group, MW U¼11.5, p ¼ 0.841 for the medium
distance difference group). The effect size (r) was  0.032 for the
small distance differences and  0.075 for the medium distance
differences.
No analysis was performed for the large distance differences, as
every participant correctly answered all the distance difference
comparison tasks. These results outline that the real/virtual variable cannot be considered statistically relevant, and that for all the
three types of distance differences (small, medium, and large) no
signiﬁcant differences between the real and virtual navigation
modalities were observed.
This initial evaluation tends to conﬁrm that both physical
displacement (real navigation) and active virtual navigation with
a joystick in a virtual architectural acoustic environment allowed
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blind individuals to create mental representations which preserved
the topological and metric properties of the original environment.
With these results, more detailed analysis can be performed on the
map reconstructions created by each participant.
4.4. Block reconstruction
After the virtual or real navigation, participants were asked to
reconstruct as accurately as possible the corridor they navigated
using a set of using LEGOs construction blocks and mat. They
were asked to specify everything they were able to understand the
environment and its conﬁguration: if they detected the presence
of doors, and if these were open or not; if they perceived a change
in the ﬂoor surface, in the textures (paintwork, carpeting), changes
in the ceiling heights, open space versus long corridors, etc. In
addition, if they heard some particular noise, it was to be noted
and identiﬁed. Indications of any interesting/relevant characteristics of the environments were made using special textured
LEGOs blocks and speciﬁed through verbal descriptions which
were annotated by the experimenter on an accompanying drawing
of the reconstructed map (see examples in Fig. 5).
Before requesting participants to create the representations of the
navigated environments using the blocks, they were asked if they had
any previous experience with LEGOs blocks, maybe when they were
children, and if they had any difﬁculty in manipulating them. All
participants responded afﬁrmatively to the ﬁrst question, and stated
that they did not have any problem using LEGOs blocks to create
objects and representations. Furthermore, it is noted that all participants were familiar with other tactile representation methods such as
embossed road and subway maps.
Several measures were carried out using the block reconstructions:
number of sound sources mentioned, number of open doors and
staircases identiﬁed, number of perceived changes of the nature of the
ﬂoor ﬁnish, etc. Beyond some distinctive characteristics of the different
reconstructions (e.g., representation of wide or narrower corridor), no
particular differences were immediately evident between real and
virtual navigation conditions. Both were remarkably accurate regarding the relative positions of the sound sources and acoustical
architectural elements (see example in Fig. 5). Door openings into
rooms containing a sound source were well identiﬁed, while more
difﬁculty was found with those with no sound source present.
Participants were also capable of distinctively perceiving the various
surface material changes along the corridors.
4.4.1. Maps
Employing the participants0 LEGOs maps and the experimenter0 s annotated drawings, the positions of the numerous

reference points (architectural elements and sound sources) were
manually transcribed with coordinate points in order to create
numerical versions of each map. A reference template (see Fig. 6
(a) for the ﬁrst corridor) was created which included all sound
sources and the basic architectural dimension details. A total of 48
different elements were included for the ﬁrst corridor, with 47 for
the second. The reference and reconstructed numerical maps for
all conditions are shown in Fig. 6.
Analysis of map reconstructions can offer various metrics for
performance evaluation. After navigation within a laboratory
labyrinth, Passini et al. (1990) evaluated reconstructions with
respect to the number of identiﬁed elements, correct identiﬁcation
of said elements, and their positions. Considering the current
study, a summary of the different element types identiﬁed in the
various map reconstructions is provided in Table 3 according to
the environment and navigation condition. In general, there are
few identiﬁable differences. While the PC Fans were only indicated
after real navigation, ventilation noise and printer were only
identiﬁed in the virtual condition, all being background noisetype sounds. One can note that detection of the closed elevator
and open stairwell was more frequent in the real navigation
condition, indicating these elements as difﬁcult to identify in the
virtual model.
A global analysis of the reconstructions relative to the reference
map shows an average of 52715% and 49 717% of the elements
found in Environment 1 following real and virtual navigations
respectively. Similar results are found for Environment 2, with
59715% and 45715% for real and virtual navigation respectively.
Inspection of the reconstruction maps highlights several points.
First of all, the complexity of the maps varies between participants. For Environment 1, there is no identiﬁable difference
between real (S1–5) and virtual (S6–10) navigation maps, while
individual differences are more prominent. In contrast, the example maps from the preliminary study (Katz and Picinali, 2011a,b)
employing binaural or Ambisonic recording playback (shown here
for participants common to both studies) clearly show that
participants had difﬁculty even correctly perceiving the basic form
of the corridor. Map reconstructions for Environment 2 exhibit
more simplistic models, though the general concept of the corridor
and side branches was identiﬁed by some. While the Ambisonic
map (S7amb) is quite poor, it should be noted that the same
individual (S7) generally showed the poorest performance in
map reconstructions with low levels of detail.

4.4.2. Correlation analysis
An objective evaluation on how similar the different reconstructions were from the actual maps of the navigated environments was

Fig. 5. Examples of LEGOs reconstructions and annotated drawings for Environment 1 after real (a) and virtual (b) navigations.
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Fig. 6. Reference and reconstructed maps for Environment 1 (upper) and Environment 2 (lower) after real and virtual navigation for all participants. Units in meters
(reference) or LEGOs pips (reconstructions). Reconstructions for common participants following ‘Binaural’ and ‘Ambisonic’ playback passive navigation from Katz and
Picinali (2011a,b) are included for comparison.

carried out. A 2D bi-dimensional regression analysis (Nakaya, 1997)
provided a correlation index between the reference map and each
reconstructed map. This method includes some normalization in order
to account for different scales between maps. Only those elements
present in each individual0 s reconstruction were used in the correlation computation. This resulted in a bias for maps with very few
identiﬁed elements, as for example a simple rectangle could have a
high correlation index, but would not represent a high degree of
understanding for the space. A summary of results for the correlation
analysis of all conditions and participants is shown in Table 4. In
addition to values for correlation index r2, values are also provided for
the Akaike Information Criterion, AIC, which represents as goodness-of-

ﬁt criteria according to Nakaya (1997) where the smaller the value of
the AIC, the better the model.
Considering only the ﬁrst environment, results for the real and
virtual navigation conditions are comparable. Regarding Environment 2, the results seem to be slightly different; while the value
for the real navigation condition is similar to the one of Environment 1, the correlation for the virtual condition is sensibly lower
and the goodness-of-ﬁt criteria poorer.
A more detailed presentation, regarding each map individually,
is provided by comparing the correlation analysis data of all
conditions and participants (see Fig. 7), including the relative
number of identiﬁed elements in each map reconstruction. The
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Table 3
Summary of the average number of identiﬁed elements per participant for the two
environments for real and virtual navigation conditions, including the actual
number of elements in each Environment. Not all elements were present in both
environments. Sound sources are indicated (snd). Simple wall elements have not
been included.
Element type

AirCon (snd)
Central Door
Closed Door
Electronic Music (snd)
Final Door/Window
Keyboard Clicking (snd)
Left Wall-elevator
Men0 s voices (snd)
More reverberant space
PC Fans (snd)
Printer (snd)
Right Wall-Stairs
Toilet Flush (snd)
Ventilation Noise (snd)

Env. 1

Env. 2

Real

Virtual

Actual

Real

Virtual

Actual

0.8
1.6
5.4
–
1.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
2
1
0
1.8
1
–

0.4
1.2
4.4
–
2
0.8
0
1
1.6
0
1.2
0.8
1
–

1
1
6
–
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
–

0
1.2
4.8
1
2
–
0
0.8
0.8
–
–
–
1
0

0
0.8
4.8
1
2
–
0
1
1.2
–
–
–
0.8
0.4

1
2
3
1
1
–
1
1
1
–
–
–
1
1

Table 4
Mean and standard deviation results for correlation index (r2) and Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) from bi-dimensional regression analysis of reconstructions for both architectural environments.
Condition

Real

Virtual

1st Env.
Correlation index (r2) mean
r2 standard deviation
AIC mean

0.76
0.04
 138

0.83
0.19
 154

2nd Env.
Correlation index (r2) mean
r2 standard deviation
AIC mean

0.80
0.06
 173

0.36
0.07
 33

number of participants in the current study is somewhat low, due
to time required by participants and the conditions necessary for
both the real and virtual navigation explorations. Despite this fact,
there are a number of clearly observable tendencies. In the real
exploration condition, both the correlation index and the quantity
of identiﬁed elements are rather high.
As no participant performed more than one condition, there are
likely to be some individual variance effects, but all participants
expressed their comfort in the task and their understanding of the
space at the time of the experiment. Due to the limited number of
participants, no speciﬁc analysis was performed comparing the
results between early and late blind individuals. As noted earlier,
participant S7 created rather simple maps. In the virtual navigation condition in Environment 1, the S7 map reconstruction
contained less than 20% of the reference elements. As such, an
alternate conﬁdence ellipse is also included with this participant
removed.
There was a notable difference in the results between Environments 1 and 2, with the virtual condition in general providing
similar correlation values to the real condition in Environment 1.
The results for common participants from the previous preliminary study using binaural and Ambisonic playback are also
included. For Environment 1 the results are comparable. Considering the visual examination of the map reconstructions in Fig. 6
(S2bin, S4amb), this may indicate the limitations of using this
method of analysis in this situation. In Environment 2, the virtual
condition was not comparable to the real condition with an overall
shift in correlation results.

Inferential statistics were performed to identify whether the
differences between groups were statistically signiﬁcant. As the
data sets were small and not normally distributed, exact Mann–
Whitney tests were used. For Environment 1, correlation values
for the real navigation did not differ signiﬁcantly from the virtual
(MW U¼5.50, p ¼0.175). The effect size (r) was  0.465. For
Environment 2, correlation values for the real navigation did differ
signiﬁcantly from the virtual (MW U r 0:00, p ¼0.008). The effect
size (r) was 0.831. This result conﬁrms the outcomes outlined
above; that for Environment 1 no signiﬁcant differences between
the real and virtual conditions were observed.
For Environment 2, the statistical relevance of the real/virtual
variable was higher, therefore there was a difference in terms of
2D correlation between the two conditions, with the real condition having a higher mean correlation (approximately twice) than
the virtual condition.
The results of this feasibility study could be described as having
low statistical power. This suggests that differences between data
sets will be under-estimated (type two error). Interestingly, the
effect sizes identiﬁed suggest that there may be relevant relationships between variables, which could be explored if the research
was repeated with larger data sets. It is therefore possible to say
that increasing the number of participants could lead to a
convergence in terms of correlation values between virtual and
real navigation in the two environments.
The notable difference between the map reconstruction analysis
and results for the two environments is worth discussing. While it is
not possible to conclude deﬁnitively the reasons behind the poorer
performance for Environment 2 under virtual navigation, some of the
main differences between the two virtual models can be noted. With
regard to static position sound sources (not considering self-generated
sounds) Environment 1 contained sources throughout the corridor
while Environment 2 had the sources congregated at one end (see
Fig. 1). Direct inspection of the map reconstructions (Fig. 6) does not
necessarily show such contrast as the correlation analysis provides.
This may lead to some doubt about the application of this analysis
method to the map generation protocol in the current experiment.
The fact that participants were relatively free in their creation possibly
led to variations in the level of detail between individuals, as well as
individual emphasis on different elements. Subsequent studies should
attempt to provide stricter guidelines in order to produce maps which
are more comparable in their content and method of construction.

4.5. Participant feedback
Some points of interest were reported by the participants in the
virtual navigation condition. Many mentioned explicitly that for sound
sources that were located at the left or at the right of the corridor, they
perceived both the direct sound coming from the source and the
reﬂected sound coming from the opposite direction (reﬂection off the
wall), making it possible to locate both the source on one side and the
reﬂecting object on the other. The presence of both dynamic cues
relative to displacement and controlled events such as ﬁnger snaps, as
included in the virtual condition, was deemed highly valuable by the
participants, and the virtual acoustic simulations provided acoustic
information that allowed for highly correlated detailed map reconstructions relative to a real exploration condition.
The ﬁnger snap sound (auditory feedback) was widely used by
all participants; they all pointed out that listening to the reverberation generated by the noise was helpful in understanding
the spatial conﬁguration and the structure of various parts of the
navigated environments. Furthermore, the footstep noise, and the
possibility of continuously varying the navigation speed, were
found to be very informative. These factors can be considered as
important in light of what has been described in Section 2.4.
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Fig. 7. Correlation index versus percentage of identiﬁed elements in the map reconstruction for all participants for Environment 1 and Environment 2 including conﬁdence
ellipses real (red   ) and virtual (blue   ) navigation conditions. Conﬁdence ellipse for Environment 1 excluding S7, who identiﬁed less than 20% elements, is shown
(red    ). Results from the preliminary study with 3D recordings condition ambisonic and binaural for common participants are also included for comparison.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

The results of this feasibility study are promising with respect
to the hypothesis that exploration within an interactive virtual
acoustical environment, as developed here, is sufﬁciently realistic
and well-deﬁned to offer suitable information for spatial understanding of the architecture. An interactive virtual simulation can
be precise enough so that information about the spatial conﬁguration of the total environment, not just source positions, can be
gathered by visually impaired individuals solely through auditory
exploration. However, additional studies are necessary to determine which elements are required in the creation of the virtual
environment to ensure such an understanding due to the fact that
the two test environments did not offer the same results.

5. Conclusions
In the studies presented in this paper, the possibility of assisting
blind individuals in learning the conﬁguration of a closed space
through 3D audio recording and simulation techniques has been
investigated. Interpretations of the presented acoustic information
through block map reconstructions were compared to reconstructions
following in situ exploration. Previous work considered exploration via
playback of binaural and Ambisonic walk-through recordings of the
same spaces.
A preliminary study (Section 2.6.2) attested that passive listening to binaural recordings was not efﬁcient, presumably because of
the absence of displacement and the absence of head orientation
information. While offering head tracking possibilities, 1st-order
Ambisonic recordings were less satisfactory than binaural recordings due to poor localization accuracy, in addition to the absence of
displacement control and displacement information. In the present
study (Section 3), interactive VR navigation performed better, by
including both head tracking and controlled displacement. These
results are of special value as no signiﬁcant difference was found
for behavioral measures between real and virtual navigation
conditions. Using joystick controlled navigation, it was possible
for participants to build mental representations of the spatial
structure of indoor environments which included both sound
sources and realistic room acoustic simulations. This mental representation preserved the topological and metric properties of the
environment, as was found through actual navigation.

5.1. Guidelines for the design of VR systems for visually impaired
people
The outcomes from this feasibility study could beneﬁt the
development of acoustic interactive VR systems to give visually
impaired individuals the possibility of gathering information
about the spatial conﬁguration of a building and its environments,
to become aware of the obstacles and architectural barriers, and to
become familiar with a future route while remaining seated at
home, simply interacting with the computer.
Consider for example a visually impaired person who plans to go
to a concert, and purchases an online ticket. The individual has not
visited this particular concert hall before and has no prior knowledge
of paths to follow between the entrance of the building, the
restaurant, concession stand, and his or her own seat. An interactive
acoustic VR system could be included on the concert hall website to
enable the individual to learn about the spatial conﬁguration of
the concert hall and its environs, including awareness of obstacles
and architectural barriers, and thus to become familiar with the
various potential paths of interest of the evening in advance of the
actual event.
Such a system could therefore be created for concert halls,
museums, municipal buildings, open spaces (e.g. university campuses), etc. The creation process should follow the procedures
used for the creation of the models in the current research (e.g. see
Section 3), considering also the guidelines outlined in the following paragraphs. The system could then be implemented on a
client–server architecture for remote usage over the Internet, or on
a standalone computer to be installed, for example, at the entrance
of a museum.
There are two relevant design implications for the creation of a VR
system for visually impaired individuals resulting from this study. The
ﬁrst one concerns interactivity; the system needs to maintain a very
high level of interactivity, and this was demonstrated by the fact that
the playback of 3D sounds in the preliminary study (Section 2.6.2),
where there was minimal (head tracking) or no level of interaction,
did not allow the participants to create a mental image of the spatial
conﬁguration of the environments. In the current VR interactive
application, the possibility given to participants to use head tracking
and to dynamically choose their navigation speed was found to be
extremely important by all participants in helping them understand
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the spatial conﬁguration of the environments and the location of
sound sources (Section 4.5).
The second design implication pertains to the activity of
echolocation; the directional listening of the reﬂections of sound
waves off of surfaces, objects, etc. This skill appears to be a highly
relevant mechanism used by blind individuals for understanding
the conﬁguration of an environment, or parts of it. This skill has
also been reported in sighted individuals, but is not as pertinent or
as well developed as with visually impaired people (Stoffregen and
Pittenger, 1995). A VR interactive system created for supporting
visually impaired individuals needs to include the possibility of
generating sounds and noises (e.g. ﬁnger snapping, footstep noise)
in order to perceive to the acoustical reﬂections of the generated
sounds in the virtual environment. Related to the calculation and
rendering of acoustical reﬂections, one should avoid, or at least
limit, approximations or simpliﬁcations (such as modeling only
low reﬂection orders) affecting directional accuracy which are
common in VR and gaming applications (see Section 2.5). Such
simpliﬁcations, while improving computational performance,
could result in major degradation issues for blind users when
trying to create a mental representation of the environment and to
understand its spatial conﬁguration.
The differences between the two environments lead to certain
questions pertaining to model creation, such as the level of
geometric complexity and the number and distribution of static
sound sources needed for reliable comprehension of the virtual
architecture. From these initial results, it is not possible to extract
guidelines pertaining to these questions. However, it is hoped that
future studies will beneﬁt from the experimental design and
results shown here in their detail. Further investigations should
be carried out in order to examine these speciﬁc factors affecting
dynamic virtual navigation.
5.2. Future developments
Possible future developments for similar applications could be
linked to the design of a 3D VR acoustical model speciﬁcally
customized for blind people. In the present research, generalized
room acoustics prediction software used by acousticians was
employed. Despite the fact that auditory perception and interpretation skills can vary between blind individuals, for example in
terms of environmental comprehension and localization accuracy,
additional studies should be carried out to determine the pertinent acoustical characteristics of a simulated space. This knowledge could help reduce the computational load and complexity of
the simulation, potentially allowing for real-time free navigation.
Furthermore, extensive behavioral tests should be carried out,
even with a small number of participants, on simpler environmental conﬁgurations, in order to study possible augmentations/
reductions in the rendered architectural details, performing a “ﬁne
tuning” of the accuracy of the acoustical characteristics of the
simulated spaces.
Other future developments could include the investigation of
different navigation methods, comparing for example navigation
using a joystick with full body and displacement tracking. Furthermore, the implementation of such applications on a client–server
based platform could be examined, allowing blind individuals to
access VR interactive environments directly from a typical home
computer, thereby increasing the usability and societal impact of
this particular research.
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